February 21, 2022

Dear Michigan Delegate,

Many of you already know that I am a big fan of the true, genuine Patriot Matthew DePerno. He is the fighter we all need to take Michigan back from the Democrats, having led the charge in calling out the obvious voter fraud in the 2020 Election when nobody else would. Even before the Election, Matt has fought for you and the Constitution. We need to get people like Matt elected, who represent the America First Agenda, in order to prevent the Radical Left from further destroying our nation.

Precinct delegates of Michigan, we are living in troubling times. Your great state, and our nation, is under siege by the Radical Left Democrats and right now, more than ever, we need America First candidates leading the charge for the Republican Party. The only way to end the Left’s destruction is to ensure Matt DePerno is on the ballot in November so he can defeat Dana Nessel and turn this state around and restore it to the America First values our Founding Fathers intended. RINOs like Tom Leonard are not viable candidates to win against Dana Nessel - as Leonard proved in 2018. Republicans will not turn out in big numbers like they did for me in 2016 or 2020 for Establishment RINOs, so you must endorse Matt at the state convention on April 23rd as he is the only candidate who can WIN in November.

Matt will continue the work of my Administration when it comes to DRAINING THE SWAMP. For far too long we have allowed RINOs like Mitch McConnell and Liz Cheney to misrepresent the Republican Party. In order to get rid of Whitmer, Nessel, and Benson, we need to put REAL America First Republicans in office who provide real solutions to the problems the Democrats continuously create. My Michigan friend, Matt, is the only candidate in this race to offer a platform of effective solutions.

Republicans like you, who worked so hard to deliver me a victory in 2016 AND in 2020, deserve better. Tom Leonard is an absolute embarrassment to the GOP, as demonstrated during last Friday night’s debate in Alpena, Michigan, which Matt won with ease. Tom Leonard represents the loser mentality of all the RINOs who did nothing about the massive voter fraud and Democrat cheating in 2020. Leonard has been part of the Establishment for 20 years. He is a lobbyist and failed as Michigan Speaker of the House. He lost to Dana Nessel in 2018 because he had a failed record of pushing progressive ideals. He was the Michigan co-chair for John Kasich’s presidential campaign in 2016!

Even with a Republican majority in the legislature and Republican governor, Leonard failed to cut income taxes, pass auto insurance reform, personally refused to co-sponsor and advance pro-life efforts, and failed to repeal Common Core. Additionally, Leonard has
been strategically outmaneuvered by the Democrats throughout his career. In fact, it was his failure to secure our elections that allowed so much fraud in the 2020 Election - all brought to you by Tom Leonard. It's no wonder he has publicly stated that he has seen no evidence of election fraud—he doesn't want to admit it was his fault!

Even today, Tom Leonard is mired in controversy and scandal because of his close association with his friend Lee Chatfield. The Democrats will profit from Tom Leonard’s scandals in the general election to secure their win and continue the destruction of this state. We must not allow for that to happen. Tom Leonard is a registered lobbyist who pushes a progressive agenda that will not translate to an effective Attorney General. Matt DePerno is the only constitutional conservative in this race who will strengthen Michigan’s principles once again based on America First values.

We have an opportunity to ride a MAGA wave because of the failing Biden, Whitmer, and Nessel administrations. The first step in this red wave starts with you, the precinct delegates. You need to nominate America First candidates like Matt who voters can get energized and excited about!

I am fully invested in Michigan in 2022 and am eager to see this state flip red once again. We need to get rid of the RINOs and finish what we started in order to get America back on track. Matt is a Patriot who will restore election integrity, end the mandates, stop the teaching of Critical Race Theory, and most of all he will protect and uphold the Constitution. I know we can win this state again in November! I am asking you all to get behind an incredible attorney, my friend, and your next Attorney general, Matthew DePerno!

Sincerely,

[Signature]